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7 minutes each person!
Compute Resources

• SEAS Funding deadline: this Friday (February 11) ← You don’t have to apply it now

• Alternatively, we have applied **$300 Microsoft Azure Credits** for everyone and you should get them this week (hopefully)
  • 👍 No need to wait
  • 👍 You can get multiple GPUs to use
  • 👍 We can probably get more credits for you later if needed
  • 👎 The setup is slightly more complicated than Colab (Jacqueline will post a “get started” guide later this week)

• You can still apply for SEAS Funding if 1) you need funding for Amazon Mechanical Turk or purchasing a dataset license; 2) Colab Pro — Expect a delay though!
Next week

- Seminar meeting:
  - Project updates - I expect that everyone should at least start to “get your hands dirty” and explore your datasets/code base that you are going to build on
  - Come with your initial exploration and questions!

- Submit your proposal to IW portal by 17th (next Thursday)